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Two types of Eulerian action principles for relativistic extended magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) are formulated. With
the first, the action is extremized under the constraints of density, entropy, and Lagrangian label conservation, which
leads to a Clebsch representation for a generalized momentum and a generalized vector potential. The second action
arises upon transformation to physical field variables, giving rise to a covariant bracket action principle, i.e., a variational
principle in which constrained variations are generated by a degenerate Poisson bracket. Upon taking appropriate
limits, the action principles lead to relativistic Hall MHD and well-known relativistic ideal MHD. For the first time, the
Hamiltonian formulation of relativistic Hall MHD with electron thermal inertia (akin to [Comisso et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.
113, 045001 (2014)] for the electron–positron plasma) is introduced. This thermal inertia effect allows for violation
of the frozen-in magnetic flux condition in marked contrast to nonrelativistic Hall MHD that does satisfy the frozen-
in condition. We also find violation of the frozen-in condition is accompanied by freezing-in of an alternative flux
determined by a generalized vector potential. Finally, we derive a more general 3+1 Poisson bracket for nonrelativistic
extended MHD, one that does not assume smallness of the electron ion mass ratio.
PACS numbers: 95.30.Qd, 95.30.Sf, 52.27.Ny, 52.30.Cv, 03.30.+p, 03.50.-z
I. INTRODUCTION
The early discovery of action principles (AP)s and asso-
ciated Hamiltonian structure, undoubtably of groundbreaking
importance in the history of physics, has unified existing phys-
ical models and provided a means for the development of new
models. In physics it is now believed that an empirically de-
rived physical model, devoid of phenomenological constitu-
tive relations, would not be justified unless an underlying AP
exists. In addition to mathematical elegance, APs are of prac-
tical importance for seeking invariants via symmetries using
Noether’s theorem1 (see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3 for plasma exam-
ples), obtaining consistent approximations (e.g., Ref. 4), and
developing numerical algorithms (e.g., Refs. 5–7).
In this paper, we obtain APs for relativistic magnetofluid
models. The key ingredient for constructing APs for a fluid-
like systems is a means for implementing constraints, because
direct extremization yields trivial equations of motion. There
are various formalisms available, depending on how the con-
straints are implemented. One is to follow Lagrange8 and in-
corporate constraints into the definition of the variables. This
procedure is invoked when using Lagrangian coordinates with
the time evolution of variables (fluid element attributes) (e.g.,
density and entropy) described a priori by conservation of dif-
ferential forms along stream lines. APs in the Lagrangian
coordinates have been obtained for the nonrelativistic neutral
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fluid, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD),9 and various general-
ized magnetofluid models (e.g. extended MHD (XMHD), in-
ertial MHD (IMHD), and Hall MHD (HMHD)),4,10,11 as well
as for the relativistic neutral fluid12–14 and MHD.15,16 In ob-
taining such formulations several complications arise, e.g., the
inference of the appropriate Lagrangian variables, the map
between the Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates in the rel-
ativistic case,16 and the existence of multiple flow character-
istics for generalized magnetofluid models.4,11
A second type of AP, one that is formulated in terms Eule-
rian variables, implements the constraints via Lagrange mul-
tipliers, and in this way extremization of the action can lead
to correct equations of motion.17,18 Upon enforcing the con-
straints of conservation of density, entropy, and a Lagrangian
label,18 this procedure was recently used to obtain nonrela-
tivistic HMHD.19 Then, this formulation for HMHD was used
to regularize the singular limit to MHD by a renormalization
of variables, thereby obtaining an AP for MHD.19 For the rel-
ativistic neutral fluid, the velocity norm (lightcone) condition
(uµuµ = 1 with fluid four-velocity uµ) is required as another
constraint.20–24 Instead of taking the limit from HMHD with
renormalization, there are alternative formulations for nonrel-
ativistic25 and relativistic26,27 MHD, in which the Ohm’s law
or the induction equation per se is employed as a constraint.
A third type of AP, one of general utility that incorporates a
covariant Poisson bracket in terms of Eulerian variables, was
introduced in Ref. 28. Instead of including the constraints in
the action with Lagrange multipliers, the constraints are im-
plemented via the degeneracy of a Poisson bracket that ef-
fects constrained variations. In addition to the neutral fluid,
such Poisson bracket APs have been described for particle me-
2chanics, electromagnetism, the Vlasov-Maxwell system, and
the gravitational field.28 Most recently, this kind of action was
obtained for relativistic MHD.29
From Table I, which summarizes the aforementioned APs,
we see there are missing pieces: the APs for fluid-dynamical
systems are (i) the Lagrangian AP, (ii) Eulerian constrained
least AP, and (iii) the Eulerian bracket AP, for relativistic gen-
eralized magnetofluid models. In this paper, we formulate the
latter two APs: (ii) and (iii), and show that they are related by
variable transformation. Then we derive APs for HMHD and
MHD by taking limits of the XMHD AP. Relativistic HMHD
is derived for the first time in the present study by this method.
Also, we show that the nonrelativistic limit of the bracket AP
gives nonrelativistic XMHD as a Hamiltonian system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we formu-
late a constrained least AP for relativistic XMHD. In Sec. III
the bracket AP is derived by a transformation of phase space
variables in the constrained least AP. In Sec. IV we derive rel-
ativistic HMHD and MHD by taking limits of the bracket AP
for XMHD. These results are used in Sec. V where remark-
able features of relativistic HMHD pertaining to collisionless
reconnection are considered. In Sec. VI, the nonrelativistic
limit of the bracket AP is shown. Finally in Sec. VII we con-
clude.
II. CONSTRAINED LEAST ACTION PRINCIPLE
Consider a relativistic plasma consisting of positively
and negatively charged particles with masses m+ and
m−, where subscript signs denote species labels, and as-
sume the Minkowski spacetime with the metric tensor
diag(1, −1, −1, −1). In addition, a proper charge neutrality
condition is imposed so that rest frame particle number densi-
ties of each species satisfy n+ = n− = n.30 The four-velocities
of each species are denoted by u±µ, which obey the velocity
norm conditions
u±µu±µ = 1 . (1)
Using the four-velocities u±µ, the four-center of mass velocity
and the four-current density can be written as
uµ = (m+/m)u+µ + (m−/m)u−µ , (2)
Jµ = e(u+µ − u−µ) , (3)
respectively, with m = m+ + m− and the electric charge e.
The time and space components of these fields are written
as uµ = (γ, γv/c) and Jµ = (ρq, J) with speed of light c,
Lorentz factor γ = 1/
√
1 − (|v|/c)2, and charge density ρq.
The thermodynamic variables needed are the energy density
ρ±, the enthalpy density h±, the entropy density σ±, and the
isotropic pressure p±. These are related by nh± = p± + ρ± =
n(∂ρ±/∂n)+σ±(∂ρ±/∂σ±).28 We also define total energy den-
sity ρ = ρ+ + ρ− and total pressure p = p+ + p−.
Adding the continuity equations for each species together
leads an equation for n,
∂ν(nuν) = 0 , (4)
while the adiabatic equations of each species can be written as
∂ν (σ±u±ν) = 0. (5)
In addition to the above constraint equations we include con-
servations of the Lagrangian labels ϕ±,
u±ν∂
νϕ± = 0. (6)
The full set of independent variables of our action are cho-
sen to be (uµ, Jµ, n, σ±, ϕ±, Aµ), where Aµ is a four-vector
potential that defines a Faraday tensor F µν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ.
Here we consider CGS unit getting rid of a factor 1/4π in the
Faraday tensor by renormalization (i.e., F µν/4π → F µν). In
a manner similar to that of Lin’s formalism18 for the nonrela-
tivistic neutral fluid, we bring (4), (5), and (6) into an action
as constraints as follows:
S [u, J, n, σ±, A, ϕ±] =∫ 
∑
±
[
−1
2
nh±u±νu±ν +
1
2
(p± − ρ±)
]
− JνAν
−1
4
(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)(∂µAν − ∂νAµ) − φ∂ν(nuν)
−
∑
±
[
η±∂ν(σ±u±ν) − λ±u±ν∂νϕ±
] d4x, (7)
where
∑
± is summation over species, and φ, η±, and λ± are
Lagrange multipliers. The first and second terms of (7) are
the fluid part for each species, the third term is an interac-
tion between the fluid and the electromagnetic (EM) field, the
fourth term is the pure EM part, and the other terms repre-
sent the constraints. The velocity norm conditions (1) will be
imposed after variation of the action.31
Variation of the action, i.e., setting δS = 0, gives
δuν : nhuν +
∆h
e
Jν = n∂νφ +
∑
±
(σ±∂νη± + λ±∂νϕ±) (8)
δJν : Aν +
∆h
e
uν +
h†
ne2
Jν =∑
±
[
± m∓
men
(σ±∂νη± + λ±∂νϕ±)
]
(9)
δσ± : u±ν∂
νη± =
∂ρ±
∂σ±
(10)
δϕ± : ∂ν (λ±u±ν) = 0 (11)
δAν : Jν = ∂µFµν (12)
δn : nuν∂
νφ = AνJν + n
∑
±
∂ρ±
∂n
, (13)
with h := h+ + h−, ∆h := (m−/m)h+ − (m+/m)h−, and h† =
(m2−/m2)h+ + (m2+/m2)h−. Using (4), (5), (6), and (8)-(13), the
momentum equation and generalized Ohm’s law are obtained:
∂ν
[
nhuµuν + ∆h
e
(uµJν + Jµuν) + h
†
ne2
JµJν
]
(14)
= ∂µp + JνF µν,
∂ν
[
n(∆h)uµuν + h
†
e
(uµJν + Jµuν) + ∆h
♯
ne2
JµJν
]
(15)
=
m−
m
∂µp+ −
m+
m
∂µp− + enuνF µν −
m+ − m−
m
JνF µν,
3TABLE I. Summary of APs for fluid-dynamical systems. The bold faces indicate APs which have not formulated until the present study.
Constrained least AP Covariant bracket AP Lagrangian description AP
Nonrelativistic Lin (1963) Present study Lagrange (1788)
fluid
Nonrelativistic Yoshida & Hameiri (2013) (renormalization & limit from HMHD) Present study Newcomb (1962)
MHD Webb et al. (2014) (Ohm’s law constraint)
Nonrelativistic Yoshida & Hameiri (2013) (HMHD) Present study Keramidas Charidakos
XMHD et al. (2014)
Relativistic Schutz (1970) Marsden et al. (1986) Dewar (1977)
fluid Salmon (1988)
Relativistic Present study (renormalization & limit from HMHD) D’Avignon et al. (2015) Achterberg (1983)
MHD Bekenstein & Oron (2000) (Ohm’s law constraint) Kawazura et al. (2014)
Relativistic Present study Present study unknown
XMHD
with ∆h♯ = (m3−/m3)h+ − (m3+/m3)h−. These are equivalent
to the relativistic XMHD equations previously formulated by
Koide.30,32 The generalized Ohm’s law of (14) can be rewrit-
ten as
euνF ⋆µν −
Jν
n
F†µν =
m−
m
(
T+∂µ
σ+
n
)
− m+
m
(
T−∂µ
σ−
n
)
, (16)
with
A†ν =
m+ − m−
m
Aν − h
†
e
uν − ∆h
♯
ne2
Jν,
F ⋆µν = ∂µA⋆ν − ∂νA⋆µ and F †µν = ∂µA†ν − ∂νA†µ ,
where a generalized vector potential A⋆ is defined by
A⋆ν = Aν +
∆h
e
uν +
h†
ne2
Jν . (17)
Note, the following must hold as an identity,
∂µ
(
ǫµνρσF ⋆ρσ
)
= 0, (18)
where ǫµνρσ is the four-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol. Upon
taking the four-dimensional curl of (16), we obtain the gener-
alized induction equation
e
[
∂µ
(
uλF ⋆νλ
)
− ∂ν
(
uλF ⋆µλ
)]
−
[
∂µ
( Jλ
n
F †νλ
)
−∂ν
( Jλ
n
F †µλ
)]
− m−
m
[
∂µT+∂ν
(
σ+
n
)
− ∂νT+∂µ
(
σ+
n
)]
+
m+
m
[
∂µT−∂ν
(
σ−
n
)
− ∂νT−∂µ
(
σ−
n
)]
= 0. (19)
Next, upon combining (14) and (15) we obtain equations
for the canonical momenta33 of each species
u±ν (∂µ℘±ν − ∂ν℘±µ) + T±∂µ
(
σ±
n
)
= 0,
where ℘±ν = h±u±ν±eAν. Several simplifications have been
proposed to make these equations tractable;30,32 e.g., the as-
sumption of ∆h = 0 (i.e., h+ = (m+/m)h and h− = (m−/m)h)
and/or the usage of the velocity norm condition uµuµ = 1 with
(2) instead of (1). The latter condition requires JµJµ = 0 to be
consistent with (1) (referred to as the “break down condition”
in Ref. 30). Such a simplified model has recently come into
usage.34–36 Imposing ∆h = 0 on the action (7) and/or replac-
ing (1) by uµuµ = 1 and JµJµ = 0, this simplified model is
directly obtained from the AP.
III. COVARIANT BRACKET ACTION PRINCIPLE
Now we construct our covariant action principle. To this
end we define a kinetic momentum mν = nhuν and a general-
ized momentum m⋆ν = mν + (∆h/e)Jν. Then (8) and (9) can
then be viewed as the Clebsch representations for m⋆ν and
A⋆ν. The reason for introducing these new field variables is
that the action (7) takes a beautiful form in terms of them:
S =
∫ m⋆νmν2nh +
∑
±
1
2
(p± − ρ±) (20)
−1
4
(∂µA⋆ν − ∂νA⋆µ)(∂µAν − ∂νAµ)
]
d4x.
Interestingly, upon letting m⋆ν → mν and A⋆ν → Aν, the ac-
tion (20) becomes identical to the recently proposed relativis-
tic MHD action of Ref. 29. When the simplification∆h → 0 is
imposed, m⋆ν becomes the kinetic momentum and A⋆ν is de-
coupled from the kinetic momentum (the nonrelativistic ver-
sion of such a vector potential was previously proposed for
nonrelativistic IMHD10 and XMHD37,38). In other words, the
difference of the thermal inertiae between species (i.e. ∆h) in-
tertwines the kinetic momentum field and the EM field. Since
the nonrelativistic limit (h+ → m+c2 and h− → m−c2) results
in ∆h → 0, such a coupling is distinctive of the relativistic
two-fluid plasma.
For our covariant action it is convenient to use the Clebsch
variables
z = (n, φ, σ±, η±, λ±, ϕ±)
as the independent variables of the action (20). With these
variables all of the dynamical equations (4), (5), (6), (10),
4(11), and (13) are derived from the least AP (i.e. δS = 0). In
terms of z we can simply restate the AP of Sec. II as a canoni-
cal covariant bracket version of the formalism of Refs. 28 and
29. A canonical Poisson bracket is defined for functionals F
and G as
{F, G}canonical =
∫
δF
δz
Jc
δG
δz
d4x
=
∫ [
δF
δφ
δG
δn
− δG
δφ
δF
δn
(21)
+
∑
±
(
δF
δη±
δG
δσ±
− δG
δη±
δF
δσ±
+
δF
δϕ±
δG
δλ±
− δG
δϕ±
δF
δλ±
) ]
d4x,
whereJc is the symplectic matrix and δF/δz denotes the func-
tional derivative obtained by linearizing a functional, e.g.
δF =
∫
δn
δF
δn
d4x . (22)
(See Ref. 39 for review.) Since Jc is non-degenerate,
with (n, φ), (σ±, η±), and (λ±, ϕ±) being canonically conju-
gate pairs, the least AP is equivalent to a bracket AP, i.e.,
{F[z], S }canonical = 0 where F[z] is an arbitrary functional of
z, is equivalent to δS = 0.
Transformation to new “physical” independent variables
defined by
z¯ = (n, σ±,m⋆ν,F ⋆µν)
yields a noncanonical covariant bracket because the z¯ are not
canonical variables. To transform the bracket of (21) we con-
sider functionals that satisfy ¯F[z¯] = F[z], and calculate func-
tional derivatives by the chain rule
δF
δn
=
δ ¯F
δn
+
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
∂νφ
+
2m−σ+
men2
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νη+
)
+
2m−λ+
men2
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νϕ+
)
−2m+σ−
men2
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νη−
)
− 2m+λ−
men2
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νϕ−
)
,
δF
δφ
= −∂ν
(
n
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
)
,
δF
δσ±
=
δ ¯F
δσ±
+
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
∂νη± ∓ 2m∓
men
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νη±
)
,
δF
δη±
= −∂ν
(
σ±
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
)
± 2m∓
me
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νσ±
n
)
,
δF
δλ±
=
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
∂νϕ± ∓ 2m∓
men
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
νϕ±
)
,
δF
δϕ±
= −∂ν
(
λ±
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
)
± 2m∓
me
∂µ
(
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν ∂
ν λ±
n
)
Substituting these into (21) gives the following noncanonical
Poisson bracket,
{
¯F, ¯G
}
XMHD
= −
∫ {
n
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δn
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δn
)
+ m⋆
ν
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
− δ
¯F
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
)
+
∑
±
[
σ±
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δσ±
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δσ±
)
± 2m∓
me
(
δ ¯F
δσ±
∂µ
δ ¯G
δF ⋆µν −
δ ¯G
δσ±
∂µ
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν
)
∂ν
σ±
n
]
+ 2
(
δ ¯F
δm⋆λ
∂µ
δ ¯G
δF ⋆µν −
δ ¯G
δm⋆λ
∂µ
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν
)
F ⋆νλ
+
4
ne
(
∂µ
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν
) (
∂λ
δ ¯G
δF ⋆λκ
)
F †κν
}
d4x . (23)
The fluid parts (the first three terms) of (23) correspond to
the covariant Poisson bracket for the neutral fluid given in
Ref. 28. Next, in order to use this bracket in a variational
sense, the action (20) is considered to be the functional of
(n, σ±,m⋆ν,F ⋆µν), i.e. ¯S [z¯], and its functional derivatives are
calculated as
δ ¯S
δm⋆ν
= uν,
δ ¯S
δF ⋆µν = −
1
2
Fµν, δ
¯S
δσ±
= − ∂ρ±
∂σ±
δ ¯S
δn
= h+
m−
men
Jν
(
uν +
m−
men
Jν
)
− h− m+
men
Jν
(
uν − m+
men
Jν
)
−∂ρ+
∂n
− ∂ρ−
∂n
+
∆h
ne
Jνuν +
h†
n2e2
JνJν.
Then equations (4), (5), (14), and (19) follow from { ¯F[z¯], ¯S } =
0 for all ¯F.
Here we must remark that the equations obtained from the
bracket action principle are not closed unless (18) is imposed.
Although (18) is automatically satisfied by the Clebsch vari-
able definition of F ⋆µν, it does not emerge from the bracket
AP. Therefore, the bracket AP, only by itself, does not give the
closed set of equations. This is a marked difference between a
Hamiltonian formalism of nonrelativistic MHD;40,41 although
∇ · B = 0 is not derived from the Hamiltonian equation, the
obtained equations are closed even if ∇ · B , 0. On the other
hand, in the relativistic case, if (18) is abandoned, we lose
∂tB = −c∇ × E as well.
There may be two remedies for this problem. One is to de-
fine a Faraday tensor that builds-in the Ohm’s law (16) and
consider (18) as a dynamical equation of the new Faraday ten-
sor29,42. This strategy, however, is difficult because the Ohm’s
law (16) is more complicated than that of relativistic MHD,
and then it is hard to formulate the appropriate Faraday ten-
sor. A second approach is to transform F ⋆µν to A⋆µ so as to
make the bracket action principle yield Ohm’s law instead of
the induction equation. To write the bracket of (23) in terms
of A⋆µ we consider the functional chain rule to relate func-
tional derivatives with respect to F ⋆µν with those with respect
5to A⋆µ, i.e.
2∂ν
δ ¯G
δF ⋆µν =
δ ¯G
δA⋆µ
. (24)
Using (24), one can eliminate F ⋆µν from the Poisson bracket
(23) while introducing the variable A⋆µ. This will give a
bracket where the Ohm’s law (16) is obtained directly. The
transformation (24) yields
{
¯F, ¯G
}
XMHD
= −
∫ {
n
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δn
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δn
)
+ m⋆
ν
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
− δ
¯F
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
)
+
∑
±
[
σ±
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δσ±
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δσ±
)
∓m∓
me
(
δ ¯F
δσ±
δ ¯G
δA⋆ν
− δ
¯G
δσ±
δ ¯F
δA⋆ν
)
∂ν
σ±
n
]
+
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
δ ¯F
δA⋆µ
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
δ ¯G
δA⋆µ
)
F ⋆µν
− 1
ne
δ ¯F
δA⋆µ
δ ¯G
δA⋆ν
F †µν
}
d4x. (25)
Ohm’s law follows from {A⋆α, ¯S }XMHD = 0 with δ ¯S /δA⋆µ =
Jµ; the other equations are unaltered so the system is closed.
The noncanonical bracket of (25) has the form
{
¯F, ¯G
}
XMHD
=
∫
δ ¯F
δz¯
J δ
¯G
δz¯
d4x ,
with a new Poisson operator J . However, because the trans-
formation z 7→ z¯ is not invertible, the Poisson operator J is
degenerate. Since the bracket AP, { ¯F[z¯], ¯S } = 0, is equivalent
to Jδ ¯S /δz¯ = 0, because of this degeneracy it is no longer true
that J δ ¯S /δz¯ = 0 is identical to δS = 0. In this way the con-
straints of the action (7) are transferred to the degeneracy of
the Poisson bracket.28,29
Before closing this section, let us make a remark about the
alternative expression of the EM field. The Faraday tensor
may be decomposed as F µν = ǫµνλσbλuσ + uµeν − uνeµ with
a magnetic field like four vector bν = uµǫµνλσFλσ and a elec-
tric field like four vector eν = uµF µν.42–44 This decomposition
is especially useful in the relativistic MHD because the stan-
dard Ohm’s law is equivalent to eν = 0, and thus EM field is
concisely expressed only by bν. In the context of the action
principle, D’Avignon et al. formulated the bracket AP for the
relativistic MHD using bν.29 It may be possible to reformulate
the relativistic XMHD action principle in terms of bν instead
of F µν. The key is how we define a generalized four vector
(say b⋆ν) that incorporates inertia effect in the similar way as
F µν → F ⋆µν. Recently, such a generalization of bν has been
proposed by Pegoraro.44 Formulation of the action principle
with b⋆ν and the unification with the MHD action principle29
will be a future work.
IV. LIMITS TO REDUCED MODELS
In this section we show how to reduce the bracket AP to
obtain APs for unknown relativistic models, with known non-
relativistic counterparts.
First consider the electron-ion plasma, where now the
species labels + and − are replaced by i and e, respectively.
Defining electron to ion mass ratio µ := me/mi ≪ 1, we ap-
proximate me/m ∼ µ, mi/m ∼ 1. The ion and electron four-
velocities become
uνi = u
ν +
µJν
ne
, uνe = u
ν − J
ν
ne
,
while the enthalpy variables reduce to ∆h ∼ µhi − he, h† ∼
µ2hi + he, and ∆h♯ ∼ µ3hi − he, and the generalized vectors
become
m
⋆ν = nhuν + 1
e
(µhi − he)Jν (26)
A⋆ν = Aν +
1
e
(µhi − he)uν + 1
ne2
(µ2hi + he)Jν (27)
A†ν = Aν − 1
e
(µ2hi + he)uν − 1
ne2
(µ3hi − he)Jν. (28)
Next, in this approximation the noncanonical Poisson bracket
(25) becomes
{
¯F, ¯G
}
XMHD
= −
∫ {
n
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δn
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δn
)
+ m⋆
ν
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
− δ
¯F
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
)
+ σi
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δσi
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δσi
)
− µ
e
(
δ ¯F
δσi
δ ¯G
δA⋆ν
− δ
¯G
δσi
δ ¯F
δA⋆ν
)
∂ν
(
σi
n
)
+ σe
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δσe
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δσe
)
+
1
e
(
δ ¯F
δσe
δ ¯G
δA⋆ν
− δ
¯G
δσe
δ ¯F
δA⋆ν
)
∂ν
(
σe
n
)
+
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
δ ¯F
δA⋆µ
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
δ ¯G
δA⋆µ
)
F ⋆µν
− 1
ne
δ ¯F
δA⋆µ
δ ¯G
δA⋆ν
F †µν
}
d4x. (29)
Using the approximate bracket of (29) with a reduced action
¯S , the covariant AP produces the continuity equation (4) along
6with the following system of equations:
∂ν
[
nhuµuν + 1
e
(µhi − he)(uµJν + Jµuν)
+
1
ne2
(µ2hi + he)JµJν
]
= ∂µp + JνF µν, (30)
euνF ⋆µν −
Jν
n
F †µν − µTi∂µ
(
σi
n
)
+ Te∂µ
(
σe
n
)
= 0, (31)
∂ν
[
σi
(
uν +
µJν
ne
)]
= 0, (32)
∂ν
[
σe
(
uν − J
ν
ne
)]
= 0. (33)
Next consider a further reduction using µ → 0, meaning
the electron rest mass inertia is discarded. This limit gives
HMHD, which is well known in the nonrelativistic case but
has not been proposed in the relativistic case. The terms in-
cluding he must not be ignored when the electron thermal in-
ertia is greater than the rest mass inertia (i.e., he ≫ mec2).
For example, the temperature of electrons in an accretion disk
near a black hole can be more than 1011 K.45 Then, the thermal
inertia he is on the order of 100 mec2, estimated by an equa-
tion of state for an ideal gas he = mec2 + [Γ/(Γ − 1)]Te with a
specific heat ratio Γ = 4/3.46 In such a case, the he terms are
not negligible.
Let us employ the following normalizations:
∂ν → L−1∂ν, n → n0n, Ti,e → mc2Ti,e,
σi,e → n0σi,e, F µν →
√
n0mc2F µν,
using a typical scale length L and density scale n0. Then the
generalized momentum density and vector potential are nor-
malized as
m
⋆ν → n0mc2
[
nhuν − diheJν
]
A⋆ν → L
√
n0mc2
[
Aν − diheuν + di2he J
ν
n
]
,
where
√
(mc2)/(e2n0L2) ∼
√
(mic2)/(e2n0L2) = c/(ωiL) = di
is the normalized ion skin depth, and the normalized Poisson
bracket becomes
{
¯F, ¯G
}
HMHD
= −
∫ {
n
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δn
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δn
)
+ m⋆
ν
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯F
δm⋆ν
− δ
¯F
δm⋆µ
∂µ
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
)
+ σi
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δσi
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δσi
)
+ σe
(
δ ¯G
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯F
δσe
− δ
¯F
δm⋆ν
∂ν
δ ¯G
δσe
)
− 2di
(
δ ¯F
δσe
∂µ
δ ¯G
δF ⋆µν −
δ ¯G
δσe
∂µ
δ ¯F
δF⋆µν
)
∂ν
σe
n
+ 2
(
δ ¯F
δm⋆λ
∂µ
δ ¯G
δF ⋆µν −
δ ¯G
δm⋆λ
∂µ
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν
)
F ⋆νλ
+
4di
n
(
∂µ
δ ¯F
δF ⋆µν
) (
∂λ
δ ¯G
δF ⋆λκ
)
F ⋆κν
}
d4x. (34)
The bracket AP with this scaling gives the following equa-
tions:
∂ν
[
nhuµuν − dihe(uµJν + Jµuν) + d2i
he
n
JµJν
]
= ∂µp + JνF µν, (35)(
uν − di Jν
n
)
F ⋆µν = −diTe∂µ
(
σe
n
)
(36)
∂ν (σiuν) = 0, (37)
∂ν
[
σe
(
uν − di J
ν
n
)]
= 0. (38)
Note, this relativistic HMHD is different from usual nonrela-
tivistic HMHD. In Sec. V we explore some consequences of
this.
Next, upon taking the limit di → 0, we obtain relativistic
MHD.42,43,47 The Poisson bracket for the relativistic MHD ob-
tained by this reduction is different from the one proposed by
D’Avignon et al. in Ref. 29 because a magnetic field like four
vector bν was used there instead of Aµ. The relation between
the two brackets has yet to be clarified.
The same reduction procedure (from XMHD to MHD) is
applicable for the constrained least AP of Sec. II. For exam-
ple, if we ignore the electron rest mass, the velocities of each
species are reduced as u+µ → uµ and u−µ → uµ− Jµ/ne. Simi-
larly, the entropy and Lagrangian label constraints are reduced
accordingly. With these reductions the constrained least AP
gives the relativistic HMHD equations. We note, the renor-
malization method used in Ref. 19 to derive AP for MHD is
also applicable for relativistic HMHD.
There are formalisms alternative to the one we presented
that employ either Ohm’s law or the induction equation per se
as a constraint for nonrelativistic25 and relativistic26,27 MHD.
However, these formulations cannot be reduced from the con-
strained action (7). Whereas the physical meaning of the con-
straints in (7) is obvious, embedding the Ohm’s law as a con-
straint is unnatural and arbitrary. Furthermore, the EM field
cannot be expressed by Clebsch potentials from the AP with
7the Ohm’s law constraint, unlike the case for our formulation
where this emerges naturally in (9).
V. RELATIVISTIC COLLISIONLESS RECONNECTION
In nonrelativistic MHD with the inclusion of electron (rest
mass) inertia (i.e., IMHD), a consequence of electron inertia is
the violation of the frozen-in magnetic flux condition, and in-
stead, a flux determined by a generalized field is conserved.10
Such an electron inertia effect was suggested as a mechanism
for a collisionless magnetic reconnection48 and has now been
widely studied. However, nonrelativistic HMHD does satisfy
the frozen-in magnetic flux condition because the electron in-
ertia is discarded by the µ → 0 limit. Hence, there is no direct
mechanism causing collisionless reconnection in nonrelativis-
tic HMHD.
On the other hand, in relativistic XMHD, there are two
kinds of electron inertiae: one from the electron rest mass me
and the other from the electron temperature he. The µ → 0
limit corresponds to neglecting the former and keeping the
latter. Even though the former is small, the latter may not be
ignorable when electron temperature is large enough. The lat-
ter effect still allows for the violation of the frozen-in magnetic
flux condition. Such a collisionless reconnection mechanism
was previously proposed by Comisso et al. using a Sweet–
Parker model in the context of relativistic XMHD.34 Here we
find an alternative flux given by the generalized vector poten-
tial A⋆ν → Aν − diheuν + d2i (he/n)Jν to be frozen-in.
Let us stress the difference between our present study and
the pair plasma study by Comisso et al.34 In the latter, the rel-
ativistic electron–positron plasma with the assumption∆h = 0
was considered. For HMHD, however, this ∆h = 0 assump-
tion removes the aforementioned collisionless reconnection
mechanism. From (27) and (28), we find A⋆µ → Aµ and
A†µ → Aµ when we take both ∆h = 0 and µ = 0, so there
is no longer the alternative frozen-in flux in HMHD.
To make this statement more explicit, we write the relativis-
tic HMHD induction equation in a reference frame moving
with the center-of-mass (ion) velocity. When the electron fluid
is homentropic, the right-hand side of (36) vanishes. Taking
a curl of a spatial component of (36), we obtain the induction
equation in the reference frame,
∂tB⋆ + ∇ × (B⋆ × v˜e) = 0, (39)
where
B⋆ = B + ∇ ×
(
−diheγv + d2i he
J
n
)
, (40)
and
v˜e =
(
v − di J
γn
) (
1 − di
ρq
γn
)−1
. (41)
Here, v˜e is a modified electron velocity that becomes the elec-
tron velocity ve in the nonrelativistic limit γ → 1 and ρq → 0.
Evidently from (39) and (40), the magnetic field B is no longer
frozen-in.
Let us compare (40) with the induction equations for other
magnetohydrodynamic models, summarized in Table II. The
frozen-in condition for B is satisfied in nonrelativistic MHD,
HMHD, and relativistic MHD. The frozen-in condition is vio-
lated in nonrelativistic two-dimensional IMHD, while the al-
ternative field B + ∇ × (d2e J/n), with the electron skin depth
de as characteristic length,48 is frozen-in. Therefore, the scale
length of the collisionless reconnection caused by the electron
inertia is de. On the other hand, the alternative frozen-in field
in relativistic HMHD is B + ∇ × (−diheγv + d2i heJ/n), which
has a characteristic scale length with
√
hedi. Since the scale
length de in nonrelativistic IMHD is replaced to
√
hedi in rel-
ativistic HMHD, and the reconnection scale is expected to be√
hedi. This estimate is the same as that for the Sweet–Parker
model for relativistic electron–positron XMHD34 (recall that
he is normalized by mc2 in this study).
Here we have inferred the reconnection scale just by com-
paring non-relativistic and relativistic Ohm’s law. However,
in non-relativistic case, it was shown that the reconnection
scale is not determined by the generalized Ohm’s law alone
when there is a strong magnetic guide field and appropriate
gyro-physics is added to the model. The analysis of the result-
ing gyrofluid model revealed that the relevant scale becomes
the ion sound Larmor radius in this case.49 Inclusion of gyro-
scopic effects in the relativistic context, appropriate for strong
guide fields, is a subject for future work.
VI. NONRELATIVISTIC XMHD – 3+1 DECOMPOSITION
The covariant Poisson bracket AP formalism also encom-
passes nonrelativistic theories. We will show this in the con-
text of XMHD, then infer that this is the case for nonrelativis-
tic MHD and the nonrelativistic ideal fluid. Because nonrela-
tivistic theories contain space and time separately, it is natural
to pursue this end by beginning from the 3+1 decomposition
for relativistic theories described in Ref. 28. To this end we
state some general tools before proceeding to the task at hand.
The functional derivative of (22) is defined relative to the
space-time pairing, while functional derivatives in conven-
tional Hamiltonian theories are defined relative to only the
spatial pairing, i.e.
δF =
∫
δn
δF
δn
d3x . (42)
For functionals of the form F =
∫
Fdx0 where F contains
no time derivatives of a field, it follows e.g. that
δF
δn(x0, x) =
δF
δn(x) , (43)
where we explicitly display the arguments to distinguish
space-time from space functional derivatives. For nonrela-
tivistic theories, we need to consider functionals that are lo-
calized in time, i.e., have the form
F =
∫
δ(x0 − x0′) F dx0 . (44)
8TABLE II. Induction equations for nonrelativistic MHD, HMHD and IMHD, and relativistic MHD and HMHD.
Barotropic induction eq. frozen-in field
Nonrelativistic MHD ∂tB + ∇ × (B × v) = 0 B
Nonrelativistic HMHD ∂tB + ∇ × (B × ve) = 0 B
Nonrelativistic 2D IMHD ∂tB⋆ + ∇ × (B⋆ × v) = 0 B⋆ = B + ∇ ×
(
d2e J/n
)
Relativistic MHD ∂tB + ∇ × (B × v) = 0 B
Relativistic HMHD ∂tB⋆ + ∇ × (B⋆ × v˜e) = 0 B⋆ = B + ∇ ×
(
−diheγv + d2i heJ/n
)
Observe, in this case, if F contains no time derivatives of the
field n, then
δF
δn(x0, x) = δ(x
0 − x0′) δF
δn(x) , (45)
and similarly for other fields. Next, let us suppose that a func-
tional G is separable in the following sense
G = G0 +
∫
G dx0 , (46)
where all of the time-like components of fields are contained
in the functionals G0 and G contains no time derivatives of
fields. For functionals G of the form of (46) and F of the form
of (44), it will be shown that
0 = {F,G} = −dFdt + {F ,G }
(3) (47)
where {F,G} is the canonical bracket (21) or the noncanonical
bracket (23), and {F ,G }(3) is the appropriate nonrelativistic
Poisson bracket. In this way one can establish the connection
between Poisson bracket APs and usual noncanonical Poisson
bracket Hamiltonian formulations.
For the case at hand, let us return to the arbitrary mass
plasma (m+ and m−) and consider a nonrelativistic limit with
h → mc2, ∆h → 0, h† → (m+m−)c2/m, γ± → 1, ∂tE = 0.
These result in J0 = en(γ+ − γ−) → 0 and J = ∇ × B, and the
generalized fields become
m
⋆ν → nmc2uν = mν ,
A⋆ν → Aν + 1
ne2
(
m+m−
m
c2
)
Jν ,
and
A†ν =
m+ − m−
m
A⋆ν − m−m+c
me
uν ,
with the four-velocity becoming uν = (1, v/c). Using the ther-
modynamic relations ρ = n(mc2 + E) and p = nh − ρ, with
internal energy E, the following limit is calculated
1
2
(ρ − p) = n(mc2 + E) − 1
2
nh → n
(
1
2
mc2 + E
)
.
We first show a nonrelativistic Hamilton’s equation for the
Clebsch variables. The action (7) is separated as
S [z] =
∫ n∂0φ +∑
±
(
σ±∂0η± + ϕ±∂0λ±
) d4x −
∫
H d0x,
with a Hamiltonian
H [z] =
∫ [
n(mc2 + E+ + E−) + 12nmv
2 +
1
2
J · A⋆
]
d3x.
(48)
Here v = m/nmc, A⋆, and J are functions of z. Substituting,
this action and the localized functional (44) into the covariant
canonical bracket (21), we get
{F, S }canonical =
∫ (dF
dt − {F , H }
(3)
canonical
)
δ(x0 − x0′ ) dx0
where {F , H }(3)
canonical is a canonical Poisson bracket defined
in the three-dimensional space. Thus, we get the nonrelativis-
tic canonical Hamilton’s equation as
dF
dt = {F , H }
(3)
canonical ,
which describes the time evolution of the Clebsch variables
z. Transforming the Clebsch variables to v and B⋆, we obtain
the non-relativistic XMHD equations, which will be explicitly
shown below.
Now we are set to apply this 3+1 procedure to the non-
canonical bracket (23). Upon rearranging the action of (20)
we obtain
¯S =
∫
m0m
0
2nmc2
d4x −
∫
H dx0, (49)
with the Hamiltonian
H
[
n, σ, mi, A⋆i
]
= (50)∫ − mimi2nmc2 + n
(
1
2
mc2 + E+ + E−
)
− A
⋆iJi
2
 d3x,
where we used J0 = 0 to get the last term.
Then we calculate { ¯F, ¯S }XMHD = 0 to get the nonrela-
tivistic XMHD equations. The phase space variables must
be (n, σ±, mi, A⋆i). Hence we put ¯F = ¯F[n, σ±, mi, A⋆i].
Since the action (49) does not depends on A⋆0, we may write
¯S = ¯S [n, σ±, m0, mi, A⋆i]. Therefore all the terms including
δ ¯F/δm0, δ ¯F/δA⋆0, and δ ¯S /δA⋆0 are dropped. Upon writing
¯F =
∫
δ(x0 − x0′) F [n, σ±, mi, A⋆i] dx0 ,
9the covariant bracket AP can be written as
0 =
{
¯F, ¯S
}
XMHD
= −
∫ {
n
m0
nmc2
∂0
[
δ(x0 − x0′) δF
δn
]
+ δ(x0 − x0′) n
[
−δH
δmi
∂i
δF
δn
+
δF
δmi
∂i
(
m0m
0
2n2mc2
+
δH
δn
)]
+
∑
±
(
σ±
m0
nmc2
∂0
[
δ(x0 − x0′) δF
δσ±
]
+δ(x0 − x0′)σ±
[
−δH
δmi
∂i
δF
δσ±
+
δF
δmi
∂i
(
δH
δσ±
)]
±δ(x0 − x0′) m∓
me
(
δF
δσ±
δH
δA⋆i
− δH
δσ±
δF
δA⋆i
)
∂i
(
σ±
n
) )
+ mi
(
m
0
nmc2
∂0
[
δ(x0 − x0′) δF
δmi
])
+ δ(x0 − x0′)m0
(
−δF
δmi
∂i
m
0
nmc2
)
− δ(x0 − x0′)m j
(
δH
δmi
∂i
δF
δm j
− δF
δmi
∂i
δH
δm j
)
+ δ(x0 − x0′)
(
m0
nmc2
δF
δA⋆i
) (
∂iA⋆0 − ∂0A⋆i
)
+ δ(x0 − x0′)
(
δH
δmi
δF
δA⋆ j
− δF
δmi
δH
δA⋆ j
)
F⋆ ji
− δ(x0 − x0′) 1
ne
δF
δA⋆i
δF
δA⋆ j
F†i j
}
d4x.
Next we substitute m0 = m0 = nmc2 and manipulate some of
the terms to obtain
∫ (
δF
δn
∂0n +
δF
δσ+
∂0σ+ +
δF
δσ−
∂0σ−
+
δF
δmi
∂0mi +
δF
δA⋆i
∂0A⋆i
)
d3x = 1
c
dF
dt ,
yielding
{
¯F, ¯S
}
XMHD
=
1
c
∫ (dF
dt − {F , H }
(3)
)
δ(x0 − x0′) dx0
+
∫
A⋆0∂i
(
δF
δA⋆i
)
δ(x0 − x0′) d4x ,
with a three dimensional Poisson bracket {F , G }(3) that will
be explicitly shown below. Evaluating the δ-function shows{
¯F, ¯S
}
XMHD
= 0 is equivalent to Hamilton’s equation along
with a gauge-like condition:
dF
dt = {F , H }
(3) and ∇ ·
(
δF
δA⋆
)
= 0. (51)
The second equation of (51), the gauge condition, is han-
dled manifestly by transforming from the phase space variable
A⋆ to B⋆; since δF/δA⋆ = ∇ × (δF/δB⋆), with this trans-
formation the second condition is automatically satisfied. Fi-
nally, we transform m to v and find that the Poisson bracket
{F , G }(3) becomes
{F , G }(3) =
∫ { (
δG
δv
· ∇δF
δ̺
− δF
δv
· ∇δG
δ̺
)
+
∇ × v
̺
·
(
δF
δv
× δG
δv
)
+
∑
±
[
σ±
̺
(
δG
δv
· ∇ δF
δσ±
− δF
δv
· ∇ δG
δσ±
)
∓cm∓
e
(
δF
δσ±
(
∇ × δG
δB⋆
)
− δG
δσ±
(
∇ × δF
δB⋆
) )
· ∇
(
σ±
̺
) ]
−
[
δG
δv
×
(
∇ × δF
δB⋆
)
− δF
δv
×
(
∇ × δG
δB⋆
)]
· B
⋆
̺
− mc
̺e
[(
∇ × δF
δB⋆
)
×
(
∇ × δG
δB⋆
)]
· B†
}
d3x, (52)
where ̺ = mn and ∇ = −∂i. This Poisson bracket is a gen-
eralization of the nonrelativistic electron-ion XMHD bracket
proposed before37,38. The bracket of (52) differs from the pre-
vious results by the choice of scaling and, more importantly,
the assumption m− ≪ m+ is not made.
Now consider the Hamiltonian of (50); it becomes
H
[
n, σ, v, B⋆
]
=∫ [
̺|v|2
2
+ ̺
(
1
2
mc2 + E+ + E−
)
+
B⋆ · B
2
]
d3x, (53)
where E±/m is rewritten as E±. The functional derivatives of
H are
δH
δ̺
=
1
m
δH
δn
=
v2
2
+
c2
2
+
∑
±
(
E± + ̺∂E±
∂̺
)
+
m+m−c2
2̺2e2
J2,
δH
δσ±
= ̺
∂E±
∂σ±
,
δH
δv
= ̺v,
δH
δB⋆
= B .
Finally, using the above Hamilton’s equations of (51) give
∂̺
∂t
= {̺, H }(3) = −∇ · (̺v)
∂σ±
∂t
= {σ±, H }(3) = −∇ ·
[(
v ± cm∓
̺e
J
)
σ±
]
∂B⋆
∂t
=
{
B⋆, H
}(3)
=
∑
±∇ ×
[
cm∓
e
T±∇
(
σ∓
̺
)]
+∇ ×
(
v × B⋆
)
− ∇ ×
(
mc
̺e
J × B†
)
∂v
∂t
= {v, H }(3) = −(∇ × v) × v − ∇
(
v2
2
+
m+m−c2
2̺2e2
J2
)
−∇p
̺
+
J × B⋆
̺
,
the nonrelativistic Lu¨st equations50. Note, here we used the
thermodynamic relations
dE = Td
(
σ
̺
)
+
p
̺2
d̺ = T
̺
dσ + 1
̺2
(p − Tσ)d̺
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and
̺d
(
E + ̺∂E
∂̺
)
+ σd
(
̺
∂E
∂σ
)
= dp.
In closing this section, we seek the Casimirs of (52) for the
barotropic case. They must satisfy ∀F : 0 = {F,C} leading to
a system
∇ ×
(B⋆
̺
×Cv + CA⋆ ×
B⋆
̺
)
= 0 (54)
∇ ·Cv = 0 and Cv × ∇ × v
̺
+CA⋆ ×
B⋆
̺
− ∇C̺ = 0, (55)
where we use the abbreviated notation C̺ := δC/δ̺. Seeking
a helicity Casimir we assume a linear combination
C(λ) = 1
2
∫
d3x
(
A⋆ + λ v
)
·
(
B⋆ + λ∇ × v
)
, (56)
which is substituted into (54) and (55) leading to a quadratic
equation for λ with roots λ± = ±m±c/e. These new Casimirs
constitute topological constraints for a plasma with m+, m−
species masses. In the limit m− ≪ m+ these Casimirs become
those of Refs. 37 and 38. For a discussion of topological prop-
erties of XMHD see Ref.51. Notice that the C± coincide ex-
actly with the known 2-fluid canonical helicities
∫
P ∧ dP for
each species of Refs. 33 and 52. However we emphasize here
the importance of the variables v and A⋆.
In addition the helicity Casimirs, when barotropic condition
is violated we obtain the family
C(σ) =
∫
d3x ̺ f
(σ+
̺
,
σ−
̺
)
, (57)
albeit with the condition σ+/̺ being a function of σ−/̺ or
f,+− = 0, where f,+ denotes differentiation with respect to the
first argument.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have formulated APs for relativistic XMHD. For the
constrained least action principle, the constraints, namely,
conservation of number density, entropy, and Lagrangian la-
bels for each species, were employed in the manner of Lin.
Extremization of the constrained action led to Clebsch poten-
tial expressions for the generalized momentum and the gen-
eralized vector potential. Then, variable transformation from
the Clebsch potentials to the physical variables led to the co-
variant Poisson bracket for XMHD. In the Poisson bracket AP
the constraints are hidden in the degeneracy of the Poisson
bracket. Through these APs we have unified the Eulerian APs
for all magnetofluid models. Indeed, returning to Table I we
see that all slots for Eulerian APs have been completed. Now,
the only remaining work is the formulation of the AP for rela-
tivistic XMHD in the Lagrangian description. Examination of
the results of Ref. 11 for nonrelativistic XMHD suggests this
may not be an easy task.
Another important result was our formulation of relativis-
tic HMHD, obtained by taking a limit of the AP for XMHD.
We observed that while nonrelativistic HMHD does not have
a direct mechanism for collisionless reconnection, relativistic
HMHD does allow the violation of the frozen-in magnetic flux
condition via the electron thermal inertia effect. We also found
an alternative frozen-in flux, in a manner similar to that for
nonrelativistic IMHD. The scale length of the collisionless re-
connection was shown to correspond to the reconnection layer
width estimated by the Sweet–Parker model.34 Further study
of relativistic HMHD, such as a numerical simulation of (39),
will be the subject of future work.
Lastly in this paper, we passed to a nonrelativistic limit
within the covariant bracket formalism, thus arriving at a “co-
variant” bracket for nonrelativistic XMHD. Then we derived
the usual 3+1 noncanonical Poisson bracket. However, be-
yond the results of Refs. 37 and 51, the result of (52) does not
assume smallness of electron mass and thus is also applicable
to electron–positron plasmas.
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